WCBS BLUE LIFESTYLE MINUTE
Tuesday, January 25th, 2011
A helping hand.

I'm Anthony Dias Blue with the Blue Lifestyle Minute sponsored by

CUISINART. Have you ever been halfway through a drink and wanted to add more salt or
sugar to your glass? While instinct says one must flip a glass over to re-garnish, the handheld,
easy to use The Barmaid Drink Rimmer from Lime Tree Cove offers an alternative. The handy
plastic gizmo applies a ring of salt or sugar to the rim of a glass, even if you’re only halfway
through your drink. Simply wet the rim with a fresh slice of fruit and add your desired amount
of salt or sugar with the nifty tool. Lime Tree Cove also created cocktail spices designed for
different beverages. Apply Tangy Lime Cocktail Salt to your Margarita, or use the Sweet Mint
Cocktail Sugar for your Mojito. Visit their website at limetreecove.com for more information.
I'm Anthony Dias Blue sponsored by CUISINART - fine small appliances and cookware. Visit
CUISINART.COM and follow me on TWITTER. This is the Blue Lifestyle Minute on WCBS 880.

KABC BLUE LIFESTYLE MINUTE
Friday, February 4th, 2011
A helping hand. I'm Anthony Dias Blue with the Blue Lifestyle Minute sponsored by
CUISINART. Have you ever been halfway through a drink and wanted to add more salt or
sugar to your glass? While instinct says one must flip a glass over to re-garnish, the handheld,
easy to use The Barmaid Drink Rimmer from Lime Tree Cove offers an alternative. The handy
plastic gizmo applies a ring of salt or sugar to the rim of a glass, even if you’re only halfway
through your drink. Simply wet the rim with a fresh slice of fruit and add your desired amount
of salt or sugar with the nifty tool. Lime Tree Cove also created cocktail spices designed for
different beverages. Apply Tangy Lime Cocktail Salt to your Margarita, or use the Sweet Mint
Cocktail Sugar for your Mojito. Visit their website at limetreecove.com for more information.
I'm Anthony Dias Blue sponsored by CUISINART - fine small appliances and cookware. Visit
CUISINART.COM and follow me on TWITTER. This is the Blue Lifestyle Minute on Talk
Radio 790 KABC.

